
KEVIN GRAY put his heart and eccentric expression into this Bay Harbor Islands complete gut and 
rebuild, orchestrating an enthralling composition, as featured in the Portuguese lifestyle  
magazine CARAS. The design included all impact new windows, new state of the art kitchen with 
white glass Miele appliances. Custom-made French oak floors, gives this residence an organic and 
natural base, overlooking Biscayne Bay and La Gorce Island. The new spa bathroom utilizes eco-
friendly recycled porcelain materials emulating Calcutta marble. The master and guest bedrooms all 
feature ample comfortable and inviting TV seating areas. 
 
Gray has conceptualized and designed each space with creativity, innovation, timelessness and  
sophistication, while uniquely tailoring them to the client's utilitarian and aesthetic needs. The decor in-
cludes art deco furnishings fused with mid-century classics by Eileen Gray, Rietveld, Corbusier, B&B 
Italia, Bang & Olufsen TVs and speakers and eco-friendly LED warm lighting to create the eclectically 
beautiful style that Kevin Gray is renowned for. 
 
The interior was made to complement the residents' contemporary artwork collection worthy of being 
the "Vanguard of the Avant-garde." - CARAS magazine
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720 Northeast 69th Street, Palm Bay Towers #11 West 
Miami, FL 33138 • TEL: 305 751 5263 • kevin@kevingraydesign.com 
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KEVINGRAYDESIGN

KEVIN GRAY  is an internationally celebrated 

interior designer, known for transforming  

interiors into timeless and unique environments 

for the most discerning clients in Miami, New 

York, and Europe. His interiors showcase  

signature designs that are understated yet  

sophisticated, straight-forward, elegant and 

functional. Clean lines and simple but well-

crafted furnishings, with an attention to texture 

and the highest quality materials are Kevin 

Gray Design staples. Clients say that the key to 

Kevin's success is his collaboration with the 

best architects, craftsmen, and builders. and, 

while beautiful rooms are Kevin’s first consider-

ation, client service, project management, and  

attention to detail are of the utmost importance. 
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